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I recently assumed the role of Schwartz Round lead
and coordinator within my capacity as the Faculty
Lead for Interprofessional Education at Newcastle
University. 

Schwartz Rounds are multidisciplinary structured
forums where clinical and nonclinical staff from an
organisation come together to share and discuss the
emotional and social aspects of working in healthcare. 

In a recent interprofessional Round, I was a member
of the audience and there was a discussion about role
models. A young female student was a panellist and
shared their story of a role model; another female in a
senior national position (in pharmacy coincidentally).
She described her interaction with this role model
leaving her feeling truly considered, valued and engaged
with in a meaningful and significant way. The student
was open, honest and generous in their reflection of
this experience. It was uncomplicated but powerful to
hear a female student talk so appreciatively and
warmly of another senior female in such a human and
simple way. 

My next reaction was of acute self-awareness. At any
one time, any one of us is being observed or
interacting in such a way that has the potential to have
a resonating impact on those around us, in good and
bad ways. In that moment, I wanted to be that role
model the student described. To leave people feeling
valued and significant. That is, from my perspective,
good leadership.

In my career, I have observed and been influenced by
many seniors, supervisors, managers and leaders.
Quite early in this journey, I became acutely aware of
some characteristics of poor leadership being
supervised in a particular junior role. Reflecting on
that situation now, using that lens of the
aforementioned Schwartz Round panellist, I felt
devalued, dismissed and quite aggressively scorned. 

The experience at the time had the effect to make
me recoil from my role and all that it entailed. This
would have ultimately led to sacrificing a significant
opportunity to personally and professionally progress.
I remember the feeling of being ‘saved’ from that
experience; being provided with another interface to
engage for support and mentorship. 

A senior colleague intervened in the most humane
manner having observed some particular interactions.
They listened to me, valued my contribution no matter
how little, or right or wrong. I had the opportunity to
ask the stupid questions, make the naïve comments
and demonstrate my ignorance because, in that role,
I was still learning. 

The effect was overwhelmingly powerful in restoring
my self-esteem, conviction to continue and resolution
to succeed. Had that not happened, I would not be
where I am today. I wonder how I would have mentally
recovered but also what impact that would have had
on my developing perceptions of leadership and
authority. 

Fast-forwarding to present day, I hold a senior positon
in a School of Pharmacy, a lead role in the Faculty and
have a national profile for my endeavours in both
research and education. I am a line manager, educator,
mentor and lead on many pharmacy-related
initiatives. In all these roles, almost every day in my
interaction with people, I remember the essence of
that experience from such a long time ago. 

I am keenly sensitised to provide safe spaces for open
and transparent communication. I strongly believe in
people feeling valued in their roles and contributions
for the best personal and collective outcomes. I am not
afraid of confrontation because it is a healthy
exchange of ideas rather than an aggressive battle of
opposing agendas. 
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The counter to this is that sharpened awareness
of how those I regard as role-models, seniors,
managers, etc. make me feel during interactions and
communications. I have become a hoarder of the
behaviours or characteristics of others that
fundamentally help me develop, thrive and progress.
Hoping to absorb and assimilate them into my manner
and approach with the ultimate aim to be a super
leader! At this point, I can say such a naïve comment,
because I am still learning.
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